We present our approach for scene classifcation in dense dispariry maps from a binocular srereo sysrem. The classiJicarion resulr is used for tracking and navigation purposes. The presented sysrem is capable of foreground-background separation classiJ5'ing room srrucrures. The 3 0 model of the scene is derived directly from the disparity image. This approach is used for initial target selecrion and scene classification in mobile navigation. It is used on our mobile system for rarger tracking. bur can also be used for localization as described in rhis paper:
Motivation
Scene classification is an imponant task in navigation systems. It helps in sensor-based 3D model generation to discriminate between objects interesting for missions (foreground) and background objects relevant merely for localization. It is also used to trigger different behaviors of the robot depending on the environment structure. Typical classification results in this domain are: empty space, juncrion. hallwaj corner. The third important application is target selection and classification in tracking. The target selection task is a challenging pan of the tracking system and can be implemented as a manual or automatic process. Examples in 2D image space are described in [S, 61 in more detail.
Interesting targets like single standing objects in the scene need to be separated from the supporting planes of the floor and walls that are merely relevant for path planning.
Single standing objects are categorized as foreground. They need to be separated from the room structure (background) first. In an additional step the remaining foreground objects are classified according to their shape, extension and movement relative to the scene. The background structures are used in a subsequent classification process to classify the room structure according to the criteria described above.
We structure this paper as follows. In the following section (section 2) we describe briefly the work done in the field of ground plane detection. In section 3 we describe the basic idea of the fast plane segmentation in disparity images followed by the description of the localization possibilities and our approach for scene classification. In the results section (section 4) we present a shon excerpt of the results in the variety of applications of the presented system. We conclude in section 5 with a few remarks about the system and a description of future work.
Related Work
Ground Plane Obstacle Detection (GPOD) using stereo disparity was first reported by Sandini et al.
[2], and refined by Mayhew et al. [51 and by Brady et al. 171 . These approaches use orthogonal regression techniques to estimate the parameters of the ground plane. Approaches like the one from Brady et al. [7] use line features grouped in a Hough transform to detect obstacles in the environment. Our approach uses in contrast directly the disparity information in the image. We present an approach that fits multiple planes into a dense disparity image to allow calibration, localization and object classification from a single image.
Approach
Our approach generalizes the ground plane detection from the approaches described in the previous section to a generic segmentation of the room structure from dense disparity images. In the following text we assume a rectified pair of stereo images from a non-verged binocular camera system.
The correct foreground-background separation and room structure classification are the two major problems addressed in the following sections. We assume an operation in indoor environments where background can be approximated with planar surfaces.
P l a n e Segmentation
In the first step the supporting surfaces representing the room structure need to he removed from the disparity image to reveal the position of single standing objects in the scene. The ground plane and walls connect all image elements to one continuous region. Their removal isolates single standing objects in the scene. ,,
Imaging Properties of a Parallel Camera System
In indoor environments the room structure can be approximated with planar surfaces P?.
In a stereo system with parallel cameras the image planes are coplanar. In this case, the disparity value D(u: v) of a point (u.v) in the image can be estimated from its depth z to linear equations for ( p l ; p 2 ; p 3 ) , The selected points must not he co-linear to prevent a reduction of the rank of the matrix in the linear system.
The correct plane reconstruction depends on correct selection of the points on the surface of the supporting plane. This selection may be disturbed by occlusions from single standing objects in the scene. The trivial solution to this problem is an exhaustive search for all possible plane combinations between the disparity values in the dense disparity map. The complexity of this solution is inapplicable on a mobile system using the sensor data for tracking and navigation purposes.
In our current implementation we expect the room structure to consist of horizontal (floor, ceiling) and vertical (walls) planar surfaces. We assume that the supporting plane is dominant in its area of appearance. It means that a majority of the pixels in this area belong to the given supporting plane.
I
with B describing the distance between the cameras of the stereo system [I] .
The homographic projection onto the rectified parallel caniera images preserves the planar propcrties of the projected pixels. We estimate the disparity D(zr,. 
3.1.2
Using at least 3 points from the disparity image. we calculate the plane parameters Sor a local area by solving a set of Plane Fitting in Dense Disparity Images Figure 1 . R e g i o n s in t h e disparity image used to estimate t h e p l a n e e q u a t i o n s for Pr.
We subdivide the disparity image in regions of expectation for a specific room structure R, ( fig. I ). We search for horizontal planes in the regions R I : Rz and for vertical planes in the remaining regions. In case of a horizontal plane in region RI or R2 the histogram for a single image line ofthe disparity image should be a single value (Fig. 2 left) according to equation (4) . In this case the pl component of the vector n: is zero making the disparity D(u,v) independent of the horizontal image coordinate U . In the reality, the cameras are never aligned so exactly. Fig. 2 right shows that in the regular case the dominant plane covers a small disparity range in the histogram. hut it is still significant for this line. The same is true for vertical surfaces in regions {RsE(2.3.P.5.6)] due to p2 = 0 in equation (4) .
All regions are processed sequentially. A processing of each region consists of two steps: estimation of plane parameters and removal oithe matching pixels from the entire disparity image.
In our approach, histograms over the entire image row or column are calculated for 10 different lines in regions RANSAC [3] method is used to estimate a valid set of plane parameters ( p l , p2 ~ p 3 ) in a given region. We include a "sanity" check rejecting false supporting plane estimations resulting from possible dominant occlusions in the scene. The check is based on the orientation of the reconstructed norm vector and the distances to the surfaces. This is especially important for the on-line recalibration process mentioned at the end of this section.
In the second step all pixels matching the current plane assumption ( p l p z ; p 3 ) are removed from the disparity map if their disparity D(u: U ) matches the prediction from equation (4). The search is performed on the entire disparity image. In this way it is not necessary to adapt the region boundaries in Fig. 1 to the surface boundaries of the supporting planes. In case a surface spawns several regions in the disparity image, the histograms in the following cycle will not generate any significant peaks leading to new plane assumptions and the second step ofthe processing (removal of the matching pixels) will he skipped.
The remaining pixels in the disparity image are considered foreground and they are processed in the final step. A clustering algorithm is run over the disparity image. It scans the image horizontally. It grows clusters Ci sufficing the following constraints: compactness in the image space -we require that the distance between neighboring elements p , p, of an object Uiin the image should not exceed a given threshold f c The orientation angles can he estimated to We apply the presented algorithm to recalibrate on-line the extrinsic camera parameters H,: or^: 0," based on the plane parameters of the ground plane ( fig. 3 ). This helps to estimate the current orientation of the camera on a pan-tilt head during a tracking process. A second important application is localization in a local area. Given two non-coplanar vertical planes, we can estimate the (x. y; p) pose ofthe robot.
Classification
In our experiments the subdivision of the indoor environment in foreground and background objects brings several advantages. In typical scenarios the background consists of large plain sutfaces usually rcpresenting walls, floor, ceiling, and big cabinets. These objects are detected and represented in their planar description as norm vector and distance from the origin (n'. d*). They are used for localization and path planning, but they do not represent targets interesting for tracking.
Foreground Objects
In our approach all disparities corresponding to background surfaces are removed first, before a target selection begins (Fig. 4) . shape represented by the ratio of height to width, and the compactness of the region described by the percentage of the pixels that belong to the disparity range [d,,,_ d,,,] .
In a typical application single standing objects close to the robot are inspected for movements i n consecutive frames. The shape and depth range derived from the classificator helps to identify objects of interest for the tracking algorithm (usually another mobile robot i n our lab) and to distinguish it from, e.g., humans walking in the room. The foreground-background separation reduces the number of the monitored objects significantly.
Background Objects
The planes Pv removed from the disparity image are used for a subsequent classification of the room s t~c t u r e . We store the actual extension i n pixel coordinates for each plane P, removed from the disparity image together with the region information. The region information describes in which.regions the plane was found. The currently detected structures arc:
hallwup -both vertical boundary regions R 3 : R 6 (Fig. I) report a significant vertical plane, the absolute value of the scalar product of the normalized vectors 
Results
In our experiments we used a Nomad Scout as a mobile robot with a PentiumIII@850MHz notebook running Linux-OS. The system was equipped with SRI's MECA-D Megapixel Stereo Head with 8mm lenses. Ths cameras were mounted i n a distance of 8.8cm from each other.
The typical tilt angle of the camera system during the experiments was 0 = 53". The system was mounted II = 48.26cni above the ground. This configuration robustly detected obstacles i n front of the robot while still allowing viewing up to 4m in front ofthe robot.
In this configuration the system was running with a fre- The background detection was tested on different types of floor. We modified the t i l t angle of the camera in a range 45' < 0 < 70" in 5" steps. The number ofpixels that could not be removed correctly, lied at 0.6 i O.Ol%, of the total number of pixels in the image. A l l lhese remaining pixels were wrong depth estimations of the stereo algorithm. In case of the white plane in the bottom image, no disparity values were obtained and a warning was generated, because the sire of the resulting information gap without valid disparity values was larger than the specified maximum sire. 
Quality of the Foreground Segmentation
The algorithm was applied in a variety of scenes and generated reliable results in all situations, where the scene contained enough texture for the stereo reconstruction algorithm. A few examples are shown in the images (Fig. 6) . The typical resolution of the system is Icm above the ground in the area covered by the sensor. All obstacles and gaps we reliably detected and avoided in the path planning algorithm that utilizes the output of. the presented processing. 
Conclusions and Future Work
We have presented a system that is capable of automatic selection of interesting targets in the local area of a robot. It allows on-line re-calibration of extrinsic sensor parameters and additionally it allows to localize the system relative to backgmiind objects in the scene.
The system is used on our mobile robot for automatic target selection and following based on the perception of a binocular stereo sensor. The shortness of this paper allowed only a coarse review of the applied algorithms that are used for dynamical composition of tracking primitives dependent on the current environment structure. The classification of the scene helps to decide, which objects are interesting and should be monitored as well as which behavior is appropriate depending on the current scene structure. The robot can switch from wall following in hallway environments to localization based on corner structures, etc.
We want to replace the region based search function for the background planes described in section 3 by a new method derived from computer rendering algorithms in the next version of our system.
